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SUMMARY
Two new
developed as
designs have
selectod for

pressure-gradient ribbon microphones~ have been
successors to the existing type AXBT.
Both
been submitted to service trial and one of them
immediate production.

The construction of the new microphones is described in
some detail and various probh;ms of developnont and design discussed.
Perfornance data are given and compared with corresponding data on the type AXBT.
1. INTRODUCTION

The B.BoC. - WLarconi type A pressuro-gradient* ribbon
microphone in its original form was first introduced into service about 1934.
The design was modified in 1940 by the substitution of an iriproved type of ribbon and with this and other
minor changes became known as the type AXB.
llicrophonos manufactured since 1944 have magnets of Ticonal alloY'in place of
the original cobalt steel and are designated AXBT,but apart
from this change the design is basically unaltored.
*

The term "velOCity" as applied to microphones of this type is '
listed in the c;urrent 13.S.I. I1Glossary of Acoustical Terns
and Definitions" as "depiI'ecated ll and is being· gradually
superseded in the literature by the exprossion "pressure gradient" •
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The perf'ornance of the AXB and .AXBT microphones, even when
judged by nodern standards, is such as to place then in the
highest clas's; in particular, the sensi ti vi ty of the AXBT is
higher than that of any oonparable connercial nicrophone. They
are, however, somewhat bulky and there has long been a denand,
arising in part fron the sp~~ial needs of the Tolevision Service,
for a snaller instrunent having an equivalent perfornance.
In
the absence'of any suitable connercial nicrophone to neet this
requirenent, Rese8.rch Departnont began in 1951 to develop a new
design.
The features desirable in a high-quality nicrophone include
high sensitivity, snooth response, wide frequency range,
o:haracterisi:ics independent of ell"ctrical load, directional
properties, independent of frequency, freedon fron extraneous
electrical interference, and snaIl size.
.As sone of these
features are inconpatible with others, there is no unique solution to the design problen.
In the course of the developnent
work it becana apparent that the final choice betwoen the vari-'
ous possible conpronise solutions could not be nade in tho
, labora tory.
It was' eventually deci ded to offer to tho operational departnents the choice of two different experinental
nodels·, which were teDpDrc.rily designated PGD and PGS, the
difference in the final letter referring respectively to the
double-ended and single-endod nagnet systons enployed.
Prototypes of both kincts underwent service trials in the sunner and
autunn of 1952; tho two designs wore brought into their final
state by the and of tho year and one of then, the PGS, was
selectod for production.
It should p-erhaps be stated at this juncture that the
search for comnercial pressure-gradient ribbon nicrophones suitable for broadcast purposes has nevor been abandoned.
Since
1951, three new nicrophones: of this: type have' appoared on tho
British narket and specinens have been tested, while advance
infornation haabeen obtained regarding'a fourth; not yet in
" production.
None of these instrunents, however, satisfied even
the nininun requirer.1onts laid down in the next section for a
replacenent for the type AXl3T and the Research Departnent
designs thus, appear to be the best available at the present tine.

- 3 This report deals with both PGD and PGS microphones;
although the PGS has been selected for production in preference
to the PGD, the design of the latter is of considerable technical interest as an illustration of certain of the problems
involved and as an example of the alternativ~s opon to tho
designer. . In the following sections, the principal aims of
the design are set forth and a brief general description of the
PGD and PGS microphones is given.
Various details of construci;io·n are then discussed and refercmce is made to some of' the
experimental methods used in the development.
Finally,. data
on the performance of the new microphones are given and compared
with c:orresponding data for the AXBT.

2. AIMS OF DESICN
At the start of the development, the following requirEments
for a naw microphone were laid downg(a) Frequency characteristics on load to be at least as
good as those of the type AXBT.
(b) Sensitivity to be equa.l to that of the AXBT.

(0;) Microphono to occupy not more than, say, half the
volume of the AXBT.
To these requirEments were added
ments on the existing design:-

a

number of desirable inprovo-

(d) High-frequency range to be extended.
(e) Variation in frequency characteristic: with angle of'
incidence to be reduced.
(f) MagnetiC; induction pick-up to be no greai:or than in tho
AXBT; ribbon circuit to be inherently balanced na.gnetically without need for adjustment.
(g) Ribbon elamps to be mounted on a frane which can be
removed fOl? maintenance purposes without damaging the
ribbon or altering its tension.

- 4At a later stage it appeared that for certainapplioations,
a lower sensiti-vity figure than that called for under (b) would
be acceptable in exchange fo"t' a further reduction in size, and
it was to meet such cases that a second design was prepared.
}. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF MICROPHONE
Figure I shows the general appearance of the PGD and PGS
microphones; an AXBT microphone in included in the photograph
for oomparison"
'Figure 2 s.hows the dimensions and weights of
all thr(3,e types.
Microphone PGD was designed as a high-efficiency generalpurpose instrument, having the same mid-band sensitivity as the
type AXBT.
1ficrophone PGS represents a compromise between the
conflic~irg requirements of effic~ency and small siz0j
the
sensitivity of this type is between 4 db and 5 db below that of
the AXBT, i.e. slightly above that of the AXE and well above
that of most commeroial types of comparable dimensions.
The stirrup of the PGD microphone fits an IIAgrippa" floor
stand and is provided with the usual lugs for suspension.
It
was thought that for ta.lks and discussions, ad-Ve,ntage might be
taken of the good d.ireotional properties of the microphone, to
which reference will later be made, by turning the instrument
on its side so that the height would be kept to a minimum; such
an arrangement would givo the speaker an unobstructou view ahead.
and allow more room for manipulation of a script.
To this end,
the stirrup was made detachable and the case was also provided
with suspension lugs.
The stirrup' in the PGS microphone forms an integral part of
the case and houses the ribbon-to-line transformer.
The base
of the stirrup c'arries suspension lugs and terminates in a
dummy socket which fits the Standard Telephones and Cables type
floor stand used extensively in television studios; an adaptor
has been p:roduced for use with "Agrippa" stands.
The output connections from the PGD microphone are made by
terminals; in the PGS, the terminals are replaced, for
reascrns of appearance, by a percanent lead which can be renewed
if required without opening up the microphone case.
smal~

- 5 Bo~h the PGD and PGS microphones have a nominal output
impedanoe of 300 ohms.

Fraquenoy response oharaoteristics of the AXBT, PGD and
PGS microphones are given in seotion 5.2 of this report.
However, to oomplete the pre.sent brief description,i t may be said
that the useful frequenoy range of the PGD miorophone for axial
inoidenoe extends about half an ootave above that of the AXBT,
while thehigh-frequenoy loss whioh Oocurs in the AXBT at
oertain oblique angles of incidenoe is much reduoed. .• The
frequenoy range of the PGS microphone is similar to that of the
PGD but the response at high frEHluenoies relative to the ruidband response is slightly greater.
There is little difference
between.the ohaacteristios of the three types at low frequenc:ies.

4. DESIGN DETAILS
4.1. General
In the following paragrarhs, various; parts of the new
microphones are described in detail and their design and develOlpIment discussed.
Reference will be· made to Figures ~ - 6,
which show the PGS miorophone partially dismantled; with the
exoeption of the magnet system and oase, whioh ,dll be dealt
wi th later, the essential featur·es of the PGD microphone are
similar in principle.
4.2. Ribbon
The ribbon material in the new microphones is the same as
that used in the AXBT, namely, aluminium leaf' weighing 0.2 rug
pe.r sq. cm; the thickness is oalculated to be approxinately
0.6 nicron or 0.000025 11 •
The width· of the ribbon in both PGD and PGS microphones is
0.23", which is nearly the sane as in the AXBT; the length,
however, is reduc.ed fron 2.6" in the AXBT to 1.125" in the PGD
and 111 in the PGS.
These dinensions represent_a conproniso
between sensitivity and froquenoy characteristios.
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The upper limit to the length of the ribbon is deoided by
the allowable high-frequenoy loss for sound arriving at oertain
oblique angles; the lower limit is set by oonsiderations of
sensitivity, by the aooustio obstaole effeot of the magnet
~stem and by the frequenoy of the fundamental resonanoe.
The width of the ribbon is likewise determinod by a number
of opposing faotors; 'for example, a wider ribbon has a lower
eleotrioal resistanoe, but with a wider gap the magnet system is
less; eff'ioiont.
The open-oirouit s:ensitivity of a ribbon
microphone ~aries only slowly with ribbon width;
oonsiderod
from this point of view, the o,ptimum width for an undamped
ribbon is of the order of 0.1" to 0.2", the exaot figure depending on the olearanoe allowed between ribbon and poles and the
degree of magnetio saturation of "he pole tips.
It .is not,
however,suffioient to consider only the performance under openoircuit oonditions~
In a high-efficienoy microphone, the
motional impedcmce of the ribbon at low frequencies: may be
oomparable with or even exoeed its resistance.
The imposition
ot an external resistive load will therefore cause the frequency
charaoteristics to fall at the bass, and for a given sensitivity
this effect becomes: more pronounced as the area of the ribbon
is reduced.
Moreover, for reasons which will bo considered in
the next paragraph, it is necessary to apply acoustic damping
to the ribbon and such damping is only effectiv~ if the vvidth
of the ribbon is largo compared with the width of the inevitable
leakage space between ribbon and poles.
Consideration of these
addi tional factors lod, ·after some experiment, to the c;hoice of
the 0.23" wide ribbon already referred to, working in a 0.25"
wide gap.
The subject of ribbon resonance has been dealt with in some
detail in an earlier Rosearch Report (1) on the type A micropho~
C;ertain' of the conclusions in that report require modification,
however, when applied to shorter ribbons in which the effects of
the higher vibrational modes are Bore pronounced.
Although a
2.6" long ribbon of 0.2 mg /OLl 2 aluminium leaf', as used in the
type AXBT miorophone, can without 'difficulty be nade substantially ~periodic, special neas,ures are required to achiev,e the
sane end. when the length is of the order of 1".
for this
reason, the shape, r:latel'iaJ. and. type of oorrugation to be used.

- 7 in the new ribbon microphones Viere made the subject of considerable exp'srimental study; over a hundred low-frequency
response curves were taken, using the motional impedance method
described in a reoent Research Report (2).
It was finally
deoided to use a parallel-sided ribbon with approximately 40
c;orrugations to the inch, damped by olosely spaced screens of
Monel metal gauze at front and back; one of these screens can
be seen in Figure 3.
Monel metal is slightly magnetio and the
attraotion of the magnet poles is sufficient to hold the screens
in position.
To damp the higher vibrational modes of the
ribbon, the mechanical resistance l.ntroduced by the screens has
to be oomparable with the mass reactance of the ribbon at low
frequencies and thus produces a bass loss.
However, this loss
is compensated ~y the device, due to von Braunmuhl and Weber (3h
of setting the microphone element in/a baffle of closely woven
fabric.
The relationship between the acoustic impedanoe of
this fE..bric and that of the surrounding air varies with
frequency in suoh a way that the baffle is effectively transparent to sound at high frequencies and opaque at low frequencies.
The effeotive length of the front-to-baok path round
the rJicrophone, and henoe the phase differenoe between the
pressures acting on the front and back of the ribbon, is thus
relatively greater at low frequenoies and the bass response is
oorrespondingly increas·ed.
The baffle, viThich consists of a '
single layer of bolting cloth supported by a coarse wire Desh,
can be seon in Figures 3 and 5.
'To obtain a smooth response charaoteristic at low frequencies,·the ribbon tension should be kept as small as possible;
Since, however, a lightly tensioned ribbon is easily moved by
draughts and structure-borne vibration, some compromise has to
be effeoted.
With the damping arrangewonts described above,
the tenSion, and henoe the fundamental resonanoe frequency, of
the PGD and PGS ribbons may be varied over a fairly wide range
without seriously affecting the characteristics of the microphone.
ThUS, the fundamental resonance frequency of the unloaded ribbon can be made as low as 25 c/s without risk of
mechanica.l insta.bili ty or of excessive sagging when the microphone is used in a. horizontal position;: if, on the other hand,
the ribbon tension is increased until the fundanental resonance
occurs at 45 c/s, the low-frequency response oharaotoristios do
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not deviate by more than ~ 0.75 db from a smooth curve and the
transient response remains substantially a.periodio.
No difference in quality between these two oonditions was observed during
field trials and the microphones are being operated with the
higher resonance frequency pending investigation of the effects
of air ourrents likely .to be encountered in servioe.
4.~.

Ribbon Carrier

The ribbon in the new microphones is mounted in a removable
o,arrier, shown in Figures 3 ana. 4.
Electrical connection to
one end of the ribbon is made through four brass straps joined
in parallel and s~mmetrically disposed so that the effects of
external magnotic fields are balanced out.
These straps' aro
shaped to fit the chamfered faceE: of the magnet poles. and thus
serve to locate the ribbon in the gap.
The poles are coated
with Marco resin to avoid making electrical oontact with the
straps.
The ribbon carrjor can be withdrawn for maintenance
purpos;es by unsoldering the electrical oonnections and removing
tw:o of the straps as shown in Figure 4.
Both ribbon c.lamps are insulated from the p'.agnet system,
and the whole ribbon circuit is isolat'ed from earth.

4.4. Magnet System.
Figure 3 shows the magnet system of the PGS microphone.
The permanent. magnet is of Ticon8~l "G"; the pole pieoes, of
mild steel, are per~anently attached to the magnet by Araldite
cement.
The Araldite is set by baking a.t 200 0 C, a temperature
which is not high enough to a.ffect the magnetic propor:tiGs of
the Ticonal alloy used.
The magnet systo~ of the PGD microphone differs from that
of the PGS in having a permanent magnet at each end, an arrangement which has some advantage when the highest possible flux
denSity is required.
Because of the wide gap between the poles, the magnetic
system of a ribbon l'Jiorophone is very ineffioient; only 5%
10% of the flux leaving the parnanent nagnet appears at the pole

- 9 tips.
Before attempting to specify the permanent magnet to b:e
used, it was therefore necessary to investigate the degree of
magnetic leakage occuring with various pole shapes.
Theproblem is not in practice amenable to calculation but an approximate solution can be obtained by .the use of electric field
analogies based on the assumption that the pole faces are
equipotontial surfaces; this line of attack has been adopted in
the design of magnetrons (4), data not readily calculable being
obtained by measurement in an electrolytic tank.
For the
present purpOAe a model of one magnet pole, eight times full
Size, was constructed of sheet metal and a large flat conducting
sheet set up to represent the equipotential plane midway between the poleso
Figure 7 shows the experimental arre.ngement in diagrammatic
form.
A is the surface of one pole and E the central plane,
of which-the small rectangular area B, immediately opposite the
pole tip, is insulated from the remainder.
The area B embraces
the useful part of the field, in which the maximum possible flux
is required; the ratio of the useful flux, thus defined, to the
total flux is,
CAB
where CAB and CAE denote the
CAB + CAE
capacities from A to B and from A to E respectively.
The
values of CAB and of CAB + CAE were directly dete~mined by a
transfo~mer-ratio capacity bridge, the effect of
BE, the'
capacity from B to E, being automatically eliminated in the
former case by connecting E to the neutral terminal of the
bridge.
Experiments were carried out with pole tips having various
shapes and angles of chamfer and with the pole tips flat,
radiused and recessed.
The best shape, heWing roge.rd to the
necessary cross-sectional area of the pole, was found to be a
straight chamfer with a semi-e.pical angle of 30 0 and flat polotip surfaces.
Concurrently with the work described above, the acoustic
effect of various possible shapes of permanent magnet and polepiece were investigated by means of scale models built of wood
The models were
and. Plasticine and fitted with ribbons.
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approximately twice full size, the test freQuencies being so
chosen as to inc~ease the wave-length of the sound in the same
proportion.
The magnetic field was produced by small Ticonal
blocks let into the pole piaces and the resulting electrical
output, while low, was adequate for preliminary tests.
The acoustic effect of the pole pieces was not critically
dependent on the shape and angle of chamfer and the form already
arrived at from consideration of the magnetic systom was therefore adopted.
On the other hand, the acoustic obstructions
created by the permanent magna'+; and. by its junction with the
polo-pieoes had a considerable influence on the char;J.ctel'istics
of the microphone and was the subject of much experiment.
The
presence of the magnet increased the pressure-gradient in the
vicinity of the ribbon at low and. middle freQuencies, producing
a step in the axial frequency characteristics in the 2000
4000 c/s region; at higher frequencies, the axial characteristic vms little affected but the directional properties of the
microphone were modified.
These effects could be reduced by
increasing the distance between the ribbon and the permanent
magnet but any move in this direction would produce more ~~gnot
ic leakage and inereas:o the overall dimensions of the microphone.
The final compromise ihvolved to some extent ths length of the
ribbon, which in the case of the PGD microphone had to be made
slightly longer· than in the PGS to obtain Rn acceptable axial
c;harac teristio:.

The outer case of a microphone has in general an important
influence on the characteristics, for a struct'l,1.re which is
robust enough to withstand handling and offers sufficient
resistance to air flow to exclude draughts and dust is likely
to present an appreciable obstacle to sound.
In the present
instance the principal effect of the case on the performance of
the microphone occurs at high freQuencies, at which reflection
of sound takes pla.ce between the inner surfaces in front of and
behind the ribbon.
Such reflections modify the sou.nd field in
the neighbourhood of the ribbon, increasing the response of the
microphone at some froQuencies while reducing it at others •.
Thus, unless special care is taken in the design of the case,
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the result mc.y be detrimental to the overall performance.
However, the effects of internal reflection can sometimes be
turned to good account by appropriate choice of dimensions, and
this artifioe is used in the design of the PGD and PGS microphones to improve the characteristios at high freQuencies.
The
optimum depth of oase reQuired for the purpose is less than the
depth of the permanent magnets used; however, a sufficient
approximation to the desired result is achieved by appropriate
spacing of the reflecting surfacos in the immediate vicinity of
the ribbon.
For mechanical reasons, the PGD and PGS CD-ses differ
oonsiderably in construction..
The PGD microphone carries most
9f its weight at the ends but is supported and handled at the
centre.
A high degree of rigidity is therefore necessary and
for this reason the case is divided into front and back halves
:pressed out of heavy gauge brass.
The areas surrounding the
ribbon axe perforated and dished a.s shown in Figure I so that the
surfaces opposed to the ribbon are separated by the optimum
distance referred to above.
The perforations are backed with
fine wire gauze to exclude dranghts and dust.
In the PGS microphone,for which the mechanioal. reQuirements are less stringent,
the ribbon is protected by a removable oover of heavy gauge
perforated brass over which are stretohed two layers of wire
gauzo, the inner fine and the outer coarse.
The perforated
brass, which cOl:stituiles the principal obstruction to sound, is
cut away at front and back and the improvement in high-freQuency
response which in the PGD microphone is produoed by the dished
areas of the case is aohieved in the PGS by parallel reflectors
of I1'crforatcd plastic matorial mounted in front of and behind
the ribbon; thoso reflectorsoan be seen in Figures 3 and 5.
The lower portion of the case, which is in ono piece, supports
the magnet assembly.
Because the magnet system of the PGD microphone is completely symmetrical about both horizontal and vertical planes*,
* Throughout this report, the terms' "horizontal" and "vertical",
"above" and "bolow" are used in the sense indicated by the
diagrams on Figures: 9 - 11.
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and the outer oase nearly so, the frequency characteristics for
sound approaching from above and below the axis are generally
similar.
The same result: cannot naturally be obtained with the
single-ended magnet system of the PGS, . but here, the degree of
asymme~y is reduced at high frequencies by the use of an
auxiliary reflector (not visible in Figure 5) in the form of a
, plate approximately 2" x 0.75" curved to fit inside the top of
the perforated brass cover.
In the PGS microphone, the dimensions of the case are kept
to a minimum by mounting the ribbon-ta-line transformer, as
already stated, in the bas,e of the stirrup.
The arms of the
stirrup are made hollow and carry tho connections from the ribbon;
two parallel-connected twisted pairs are used, one on either
side.
Tilting the microphone ca,':n.sesc the ribbon connections to
twist or untwist slightly; the maximum angle of tilt required
is only 90 0 so that the strain imposed on the' conduc,tors is small.
To minimise the overall width of the assembly, the stirrup, insteaa of embracing the case, is attached to one face; although
the axis of rotation'does not pass through the centre of gravity
of the magnet system, the friction in the bearings is made
suffioient to retain the microphone at any angle to which it may
be set.
For reasons already given in seotion 3, the stirrup of the
PGDmicrophone was nade detachablo and it was therefore nocesscuy
to mount, the ribbon-to-line transfornor in an extension of the
case in the conventional waYe
From tho point of view of appearanoe, it would perhaps have been preferable to raount'the transforraer at the front or rear of the case, butthis position was
ruled out'by the strength of the stray field from the permanent
magnet, which at close range is sufficient to saturate the
mumetal of the screening c,aso.

4.6. Output Connections
AS already stated in section 3, the output connections of
the PGD microphone are made by small terminals, while the PGS
microphone: is fitted with a permanent output lead.
In the firsj
models of the PGS, a black PVC-covered screened twin lead 0.2'"
diamete:o was used; this was later replaced by'a 0.25" dia.meter

- 13 grey PVC-covered cable which is made to a B.R.E.M.A. specification. The cable connections are soldered direct to tags_ on the
ribbon-to-line transformer, which can be removed from the base
of the stirrup for this purpose.
Figure 6 shows the transformer removed from the microphone, details of the cable entry
and cable brip can also be seen.
No provision was made in the PGS microphone for utilising
the electrical connections provided in the S.T. & C. type
microphone st~nd, since these are commonly wired to 30-ohm
circuits intended for use with moving-coil and similar lowimpedance instruments.

4.7. Prote('tion against Vibration
Pressure-gradient microphones, particularly those having a
good low-frequency response, are inherently more susceptible to
structure-borne vibration than microphones of the pressure type.
With light-weight instruments of the prossure-gradient type,
the degree of compliance in the mounting required to give protection in all circumstances against this form of interference
is greater than can be conveni~ntly obtained by internal shockabsorbers of practicable size.
Rather than increase the
dimensions of the new microphones by incorporating anti-vihr:Ltion devices which would in some circumstances be superfluous
and in others inadequate, it was decided to rely on the extornal
mounting to give the required protection, a practice already
followed inn number of commercial designs.
With suspended
microphones', adequate isolation can generally' be obtained by the
use of rubber thongs of appropriate thickness, but with a floor
stand, some form of shock-absorber may be required.
An antivibration unit has, therefore, been devised, incorporating a
pair of "Silentbloc" rubbel' mountings and cD.pable of being
interposed between the microphone and its stand.
For the most
effective performance, a unit of this kind should be designed
for a particular microphone weight.
Figure 8 shows the unit
produced for tho type PGS; a similar arrangement could be made
for the type PGD.
However, -while such devic es as these can be
used to neet immediate needs-, it night be well to consider the
possibility of ultinately incorporating shock-absorbers in all
microphone stands.
The necessary compliance should preferably

- 14 be introduoed immediately above the oastors or feet; the mass
of the stand would thus be usefully employed as part of the
meohanioal filter, while the difference between the weights of
the var~ous types of microphone would be small in relation to
the totalo

5. PERFORMANCE

5.1. General
The following data were obtained on PGD and PGS microphones
made in Research Department to the manufacturing drawings subsequently issued to Equipment Dep:a.rtment.
Corresponding data
for an AXJ3T microphone ar~ giyen for comparison.

5.2. Frequency Response CharQcteristics
Figures 9(0.), 10(a) and ll(a) show corresponding frequency
response charaoteristics for AXJ3T 7 PGD and PGS microphones. All
refer to the response in a plane wave and do not include the
bass rise which occurs when a pressure-gradient microphone is
used in close proximity to a source of sound.
The characteristics given are mca:surcd with the microphono 01:.tput loaded by
a 300 ohm resistance.
Figures 9(b), 10(b) and ll(b) show the
relationship between~_the on-load and open-circuit frequency
characteristios.
The number of ourves required to desoribe adequately the
frequenoy response of· these miorophones is so large as to render
comparisons difficult.
For the purpose of this interim report,
the information given is restricted to characteristios taken
wi th ·the sound inoident on the axis, at 60 0 to the axis on one
side in the horizontal plane and at 60 0 above and bolow the axis
in the vertioal plane.
The angle of 60° is chosen as embracing
the most extreme conditions of use; and in oomparing Figures' .
9 - 11 with published data on other types of ribbon microphone,
it should be borne in mind that the worst frequenoy characteristics, whioh are those. for sound sources above and below the
axis, are seldom given in the literature.
For 60° incidenoe,
the response of an ideal pressure-gradient microphonowould be.
6 db below the axial value; to faoilitate oomparison, tho 60 0

- 15 curves in Figures 9 - 11 are raised by this amount so that they
coincide with the axial curves wherever the polar characteristic
follows the theoretical cosine law.
The characteristics of ~he AXBT microphone illustrate well
the effect of the case and magnet on the overall performance.
The dip at 2500 cls in the horizontal plane characteristics, for
example, is associated with the lower part of the structure and
that at 10 kcls with the perforated top cover.
Even more
striking is tne difference between the + 60 0 and - 60 0 vertical
plane characteristics, though in th~sconnoction it should be
noted that the frequenoies at whioh the various maxima and
mi.nima appear vary with angle, so that the frequenoy response to
sound at random ~.noidence will be smoother than that taken in
any one direction.
It will be seen that the high-froquenoy response of the
PGD microphone is very much better than that of the~ AXBT, eupecially for sound incident obliquely in the vertioal planeo
The
extreme high-frequenoy response of the PGS microphone is higher
than that of the PGD, though the asymmetry of the vertioal p,lana
characteristics in the 2000 C/8 - 5000 o/s region is more apparonto
The oreve.sse in the + 60 0 curve of the PGS microphone e.t
10 kC/s is due to interferenoe~ it will be noted that similar
effects occur in the corresponding AXBT characteristics at
lower frequencies o
The frequency response of all three microphones below
500 c/s is generally similar, though the PGD, on aocount of its

higher electromechanical efficiency, is affected to a greater
extent than the others by the externa'l elec;trical load.
As:
already explained in section 4 .. 2, the PGD and PGS miorophones:
are being operated vdth a relatively high ribbon tension,
corresponding to a fundamental resonance frequency of over 40~;
it will be seen, however, that the damping provided is sufficient to keep the irregularities in frequency response in the
neighbourhood of the higher modes within narrow.limita.
In comparing the curves; of Figure 9 with corresponding data
from other sources, it should be noted thCl.t the frequency charactoristicsof individual AXBT microphones having different ribbon
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tensions may exhibit local differences of the order of 1.5 db
below .500 c/s.
The sensitivities of individual PGD and PGS microphones
are subject to a variation of the order of ± 1 db in production,
the sp:r;-ead depending'in part on the tolerance allowed in the
thickness of the ribbon material.
The sensitivity of the
average type PGD microphone is estimated to be the same as that
of the type AXBT and that of the type PGS between 4 db and 5 db
lower. '

5.3.' Impedance
Figure 12 shows the modulus of the impedance of the AXBT,
PGD and pqS'microphones, expressed as a pertJontage of the value
at 1000 c/s, plotted as a functiun of frequency.
The rise in
impedance at low fre<luencies is sOI'Jowhat greater with the PGD
microphone than with the AXBT (except below 70 c/s, where the '
effec;t of the transformer inductance is apparent); this result,
as explained in section 4.2, is part of the price the.t has to
be paid when the same sensitivity is obtained with a smaller
ribbon.

5.4.1. Genoral~- In the absence of interference the noise
in a ribbon microphone is that a.rising from thermo,l agitation.
If the upper fro<luency limit of the noise is tuken as 10 kc/s,
-the t~ol'mal agitation,voltage at the open-circuit terminals of
a 300 ohm microphone is - 133 db with reference to 1 vol t.'Pofacilitate comparison between the signal-to-noise ratios of
microphones which differ in sensitivity, it is convenient to
express the noise in terms' of the sound pressure in the mid band* region which would produoe an e<lual r.m.s. electrical

*

The sensitivity at 1000 c/s is fre<luently used as a reference
point but cases arise in which the fro<luency characteristic is'
so far from flat that this figure may not be truly represontativo. It seems preferable, therefore, to take'the average
sens~itivity over the main speech-frequency band, say 300 c/s3000 c/s, which may be loosely described as "mid-band".

- 17 output; such sound pressures are usually given in db with a
zero of 2 x 10- 4 d:yne/cm 2 •
The noise levels are commonly
weighted to allow for the variation of aural sensitivity with
frequency.
This weighting is necessary to provide a basis of
comparison with microphones, such as the condenser and piezoelectric crystal type, in which much of the noise occurs at Iowaudio frequencies and is less audible than the characteristic
hiss of "white" noise.
The form of v{eighting used is that
prescribed by the C.C. I.F. in 1949 for the measurement of noise
on music circuits.
Tho following table shows the weighted
noise of the AXET, PGD and PGS micr0phones, expressed as equivalent sound level in the mannGr alread:y described.
For comparison, corresponding figures are given for the familiar type AXE
microphone (the performance of which forms a useful standard of
reference), for ~he Neumann type M 49, and for the S.T. & C.
type 4021E, the last two being included as representative
examples of comparable condenser and moving-coil instruments.
Microphone
~

AXET, Ribbon
PGD, Ribbon
4021E , Moving-coil C'Apple-and-Eiscui t")
PGS, Ribbon
AXE,' Ribhon
M 49, Condenser (operating as Cardioid)

+
+
+
+
+
+

18 db
18 db
21 db
23 db
24 db
26 d.b

5.4.2. MagnetiC}. Induction Pick-u;eg- The magnetic induction
pick-up of the PGD and PGS microphones is within the test limits
laid down for the AXBT.
Provided that the internal wiring is
correctly carried out, this result is achieved automatically,
without the need for any adjustment.
6. CONCLUSION
From the data given in sections 3, 4 and 5 it will be seen
that in the design of the PGD and PGS microphones, the

- 18 requirements of section 2 have been met in each case; the
performance appears to be a considerable i-mprovement on that of
the AXBT and AXE and this conolusion is confirmed by the results
of studio trials.
The p,resent report is largely concerned with matters
affecting the potential user of the new microphones.
In a
later re~ort, complete performance data will be given and var~
mattersof technical interest arising from the developmont
discussed.
.
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